
BATTERY MUTE PUMP 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Model  No AEP-A 

Rated voltage 24V

Rated working pressure 720bar 10440psi

Conversion pressure 50bar 725psi     

Rated output  volume ≥0.5L/min 30.5cu.in/min

Low-pressure output  volume ≥2.5L/min 152 cu. in/min

Motor  power 500w 0.74MHP

Hydraulic oil  volume 1L 152 cu. in/min

Motor rotate speed 2500rpm/min 2500rpm/min

Battery  volume 3.3AH 3.3AH

Weight ≤12kg 26.4Ibs  

Dimension(L*W*H) 370*145*365mm 14.5*5.7*14.3in

BATTERY MUTE PUMP 

1. This equipment supply power mainly for cutting, spreading and lifting 
hydraulic rescue tools  2. With automatic high-low pressure conversion 
function, Make rescue more convenient and speedy. 3. Equipped with 
advanced import motor, makes it have superior performance and more 
powerful 4. Use NSK bearing and DICHTOMATIK seal ring which import 
from Germany with perfect quality 5. Double hose with single coupling, 
with LOCK function and dust proof equipment, can plug and play under 
pressure, More easy and fast  6. BUTTON START switch, easily operating             
7. Equipped with floodlight making operation more convenient under dark. 
8. LED indicator can show the stock of the battery timely. 9.Compact body, 
carry conveniently, superior maneuverability.

Application: 1. Traffic accident rescue, earthquake disaster relief , 
buildings collapsing and large complex accident disaster integration rescue 
etc.  2. Especially suitable use in the rescue condition of needing double tool 
coordinate 3. Especially for low noise required rescue condition 

Features: 1. Double hose with single coupling, with LOCK function and dust proof equipment, can plug and play under pressure, 
More easy and fast. 2. Big volume battery can supply durable power for rescue tools. 3. Large flow with high-low pressure, fast 
connection with equipment, short time-consuming; improve rescue efficiency 4,Unique safety-relief valve design, making the 
equipment not only have mi-operation prevention LOCK function ,but ensure it running safely and efficiently. 5. With automatic high-
low pressure conversion function, Make rescue more convenient and speedy.;
6. Equipped with advanced import motor, makes it have superior performance and more powerful 7. Use NSK bearing and 
DICHTOMATIK seal ring which import from Germany with perfect quality 8. Double hose with single coupling, with LOCK 
function and dust proof equipment, can plug and play under pressure, More easy and fast  9. BUTTON START switch, easily 
operating. 10. Equipped with floodlight ,making operation more convenient under dark. 11. LED indicator can show the stock of the 
battery timely. 12. Compact body, carry conveniently, superior maneuverability, Standard accessories 2 sets double color 5m high 
pressure hose.
Optional accessories: 1.can custom-order 5—20m hose at random length  2. portable cart 3 hose reel 
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